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i have an external hard drive with psim on it.i
was able to start the simulation,then i

disconnected the usb drive and now i cant
start the simulation. i cant even find any logs
or files of the simulation. the psim software

windows is still open,but there is no psim.exe
on the hard drive. i restarted my computer
and then i tried to start the psim software

again and still no psim.exe,i tryed to do it with
administrator permissions and it didnt work.
what can i do to start the software again?is it
possible to start the program again from the
hard drive?thank you,szasz i am using psim

9.1. i would like to run a simulation using
parallel computing on psim and plot the

waveforms in psim. what i want to do is run
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the simulation using a number of processors
on my computer. for example i have 4 cores in

my computer and would like to run a
simulation in 4 cores simultaneously. in order
to do that i would need to run psim in parallel.
how do i do that?what do i need to do to run
the program in parallel?thank you when i run

psim, it starts a new windows. it is not clear to
me that it is trying to run multiple sims and

not just one sim. is this not the case, and can
it not be changed so that it is clear that you
are running multiple sims in parallel?can you

provide instructions? hello,i have just
purchased a psim software (9.1.1) and

installed it in my windows 8. i can run the
psim software from the windows file

menu,however, when i try to change the
port,the psim software does not appear in the
list of programs. the psim software is running
and the simulation is actually running as i can
observe the waveforms. what can i do?regards
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plot waveform using it. basic of psim software.
power electronic circuit simulation by psim.

watch it and learn how to use to. like -share -.
the basics of pspice. and how to use that to
control motors and power electronic circuits.
how to build and simulate a simple circuit in
pspice. to enable psim to be used for power

electronics and motor applications, the
following hardware or software must be

available on the target machine or simulator:.
hello all,i'm new to this forum and looking for

some help. i have downloaded the psim
software and have been trying to use the

software to simulate motor speed control but
it does not work. i have tried the software with
ccs and it works fine. i have also tried to use
the software to simulate an h bridge motor

drive circuit and have had the same problem. i
have looked for solutions and not found any. i

can't find any help on the internet and can
only find people complaining about problems
with the software. i have tried the software on
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windows 10 and 7, and i get the same
problem. i have tried reinstalling the software
and changing the launchpad settings. any help
would be appreciated. i have been researching
this for a while and have found nothing. i have
tried to install the software using the software

download and it does not work. i have also
downloaded the multisim software and this
also does not work. the first time i tried the
software and set up the launchpad, i had no

problems. i had no problems with the software
with ccs. i have spent a lot of time looking for

solutions on the internet but have been
unsuccessful. if there is anyone that can help

me it would be greatly appreciated. i have
been a power engineer for 30 years and have
never had this problem before, i know there is
a solution out there somewhere. the only time
i have had a problem like this is when i tried a

different launchpad. 5ec8ef588b
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